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As we celebrate our 10th Anniversary,
we just wanted to say

THANK YOU!

To learn more about how you can help us create a more fruitful
community for all to enjoy, please visit our website:

www.BloomingtonCommunityOrchard.org
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Empower local conservation
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As political divisions and
economic hardships surge
today, culture seems
ironically to be flourishing
under technologies like
streaming and Zoom, but
also struggling; museums,
archives and theaters, all
depend on public access
and support.
BELARUS OR BUST
by John Linnemeier
There are just a handful of
countries that will accept
Americans during the
pandemic. One of them
is Belarus. It’s affordable,
and it’s just downwind
from the Chernobyl
nuclear reactor.
OUTWARD
By Lynne Gilliatt
“Perhaps it’s the
pandemic,” Lynne
writes, ”that’s given
me time to pause
more than I normally
do about my life and
loves and losses.
It’s certainly made
me think of my first
love 57 years ago in
California.”
RYDER

FEATURES
SOCIAL PSYCHO
by Brian Stout
The Social Network turns 10
this year. American Psycho
turns 20. What do Mark
Zuckerberg and Patrick
Bateman have in common?
More than you might think.
FIRST COW
by Tom Prasch
Kelly Reichardt’s new film is a
fable of capitalism. Dreams of
beating history are what Western
settlement is made of. And such
dreams are doomed to be dashed.
COVERED
BRIDGES
by Mason
Cassady
What does it mean
to be a Hoosier?
Our author biked
across the covered
bridges of Parke
County to find out.

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.
What does Gene
Hackman say as Owen
Wilson boards a bus in
The Royal Tannenbaums
(streaming on Amazon)?

1. The driver won’t make change for a twenty.
2. I hope he doesn’t sit next to me
3. He doesn’t look half bad, for a suicide
4. Used to be the bus was a means of classy
transportation. Now they just let anybody ride

Answer to Last Week’s Question:
In the 1936 film College Holiday, the
attractive co-eds riding the bus are going
to a participatory experiment in eugenics.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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FEEDING MONROE
COUNTY FAMILIES
SINCE 1983

No one should go hungry in our community. That’s why we feed children, seniors, and
individuals trying to make ends meet. When crisis strikes, whether it affects our entire
community or one household, we’re here with nourishing food for anyone in need.
No questions asked.
Learn more and join our efforts:
monroecommunitykitchen.com
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COMMUNITY KITCHEN
OF MONROE COUNTY
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A
Letter
to Brazil

by
Da
rle
ne
J

. Sa
dli

er

ON CULTURE AND THE PANDEMIC
[editor’s note: Darlene J. Sadlier is Professor Emerita of Spanish and Portuguese
at Indiana University and foreign member of the Brazilian Academy of Letters.
She was invited by the Academy to record a podcast on the topic of culture and
the future. This essay is the English translation of her podcast in Portuguese.
Additions for The Ryder appear in italics. Her most recent book is The Lilly
Library from A to Z: Intriguing Objects in a World-Class Collection (2019)
with Indiana University Press.]
In the novella A hora da estrela
(The Hour of the Star), written over
40 years ago and later adapted
to the screen, Clarice Lispector
describes her working-class
protagonist Macabéa’s desire
for knowledge when she listens
to bits of information on Rádio
Relógio. One of the words she
hears is “culture,” which she asks
her equally uninformed boyfriend
Olímpico to explain. In his
invariably insecure and irritated
8

way, he gruffly replies, “culture is
culture!”.
Macabéa does not know it, but
of course she already has culture,
as we all do, in the broad social and
anthropological sense. What she is
curious about, however, is perhaps
more like the learned culture of arts,
sciences and letters—what Matthew
Arnold described in the 19th
century as “the best that is thought
and said.” That sort of culture
belongs to a humanist tradition
RYDER

about which Macabéa, as an impoverished
northeastern migrant recently arrived in Rio
de Janeiro, has no knowledge and no access.
We can debate the sorts of things it ought to
contain, but its value should be self-evident,
and it should never be the property of a
single social class. It should also be protected
from the totalitarianism and populist
ideology that has always threatened it and
that threatens it today in many countries.
As global pandemic and political
divisions and economic hardships
surge today, culture seems ironically to
be flourishing under technologies like
streaming and Zoom, but also struggling,
like a boxer forced up against the ropes. I
am thinking of especially vulnerable entities
like museums, archives and theaters, whose
survival depends upon public access and
support. In troubled times like these, their
future is decidedly more precarious. In
many places, this culture might be regarded
as unimportant or even troublesome, and
either ignored or dispensed with like an
unnecessary luxury. In my own country,
the United States, necessary lockdowns for
public health reasons have taken a major
toil on cultural institutions. While our
public schools
are timidly
reopening, most
often remotely,
cultural projects
and institutions
without federal
or state support
are trying
to survive a
pandemic that
has already
extinguished
numerous
small and large
businesses across
the nation.

Culture
is the
substance
of our
lives —
whether
we realize
it or not.
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Without a national plan for addressing the
virus here, museums, art galleries, archives,
theaters, and other cultural entities are in
peril because their existence in the midst of
a raging pandemic depends on the protocols
of keeping safe, which includes social
distancing, which may or may not be tenable.
Four years after the publication of A hora
da estrela, the British academic Raymond
Williams wrote a seminal volume titled
Culture, which addresses the complexities
and the future of the word Macabéa seeks
to understand. Williams was writing
about the emerging discipline called
cultural studies, or the study of cultural
production in its artistic, socio-political, and
economic contexts. He acknowledges that
9

When the owners of Caveat Emptor announced
they were going out of business after weeks under
lockdown, the community rallied to its defense.

collaborative, interdisciplinary investigation
of culture would likely encounter difficulties
and resistances along the way from
established cultural traditions or political
forces, as indeed it did.
Unless a nation’s government deems
culture and education as unnecessary for its
citizens, which is not yet the case currently
in the U.S., perhaps one possible solution
lies in what Williams described as a more
socially-engaged cultural effort firmly
anchored in a broader, collaborative context.
We are already seeing some evidence of the
greater engagement between institutions
that formerly used the Internet to publicize
exhibits and performances and have
10

embraced new technologies to open their
doors virtually and potentially to larger
audiences. However, as any theatergoer
knows, what remains absent is the sense
of community or attachment that cultural
spaces as well as schools and universities
provide.
A recent New York Times article described
an innovative collaboration between arts
and technology that enabled a New York
City museum to physically open to the
public. The museum purchased a new
social distancing hardware called EGOpro
Tags that buzz whenever a visitor gets too
close to another person in the room. The
museum also limits the number of people
RYDER

visiting at any one time and requires preentry temperature checks. Visits are limited
to a maximum ninety minutes. This may not
rival the enjoyment of pre-pandemic visits,
where people cluster and roam freely, but
it is a way to keep the institution and its
art alive and accessible in person without
placing individuals at risk. The virus, social
unrest and political dissent in our streets
have also become powerful catalysts for new
forms of cultural expression. Ironically, the
kinds of difficulties and resistances we are
experiencing here and globally are driving
new ways of thinking about and producing
culture and surely will remain with us into
the future.
As I sit in Bloomington, I keep my many
friends in Brazil and elsewhere close through
Internet exchanges about what is happening.
Culture is not just institutions but also the
substance of our lives -- whether we realize it
or not. While I am prevented from traveling
to do research at places like the Cinemateca
in São Paulo, which is vital to my profession
(and now has been closed down by the Bolsonaro
government, without regard for its staff, who
have been dismissed, or for the safekeeping of
the film collections), I have enrolled in an
online seminar called Na Real _Virtual,
with classes involving film showings,
critical readings and live interviews with
twelve documentary filmmakers. Contained
physically by the virus and restrictions
that now separate our two countries, I
travel virtually to Brazil and with over 150
classmates participate in the production and
transmission of artistic culture. Our seminar
has become a microcosm of a world that
seems almost to have ceased to exist. Like
Macabéa, we seek knowledge and eagerly
write our chat questions to film directors
in the hopes that, among the many that
are sent, ours will be answered. Technical
difficulties sometimes block transmissions,
but culture continues to circulate. We are
OCT NOV 2020

Comfort food,
Creole
attitude.
Comfort
food,
Creole attitude.
www.the-uptown.com
102 east
kirkwood ave
www.the-uptown.com
102 east kirkwood ave
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caught up in the enthusiasm of the moment
and while we are isolated at home, we
nevertheless see one another’s names and
sometimes faces flash on the screen. Our
questions go out to the group at large; often,

business after weeks under lockdown, the
community rallied to its defense. Small and
larger donations were sent to try to keep the
business afloat. On the Internet, a donation
site was created by the owners which offered
a care package
of books to
be delivered
to those who
donated. My
donation
resulted in
the delivery
of eight books
to my front
door by a
man with a
mask riding a
bicycle. On the site, I marked the categories
of modern literature and mysteries/thrillers
and received volumes by authors such as
Anthony Trollope, John Galsworthy, L.R.
Wright, and May Sarton. The bookstore was
flooded with donations by a community
that values books as well as the physical
space we associate with the joy of browsing
and finding new and known authors and
books. However, there is a caveat; until the
pandemic is controlled, keeping businesses
afloat, such as bookstores and theaters
(including our city’s beloved The Ryder Film
Series and its free magazine), requires more
than a one-time donation.
Despite the current hardships created by
a tenacious disease and social repression,
and possibly because of them, the production
of culture continues. I suspect the future of
culture everywhere will be forever changed
by the pandemic, which has made us more
conscious of our need to reach out, connect
and collaborate and, most importantly, never
to be daunted by any attempt to keep us
from the knowledge and personal growth
that is not a luxury but a human right and
necessity.

Culture should never be the property
of a single social class. It should be
protected from the totalitarianism
and populist ideology that
has always threatened it.
as we begin the sessions, chat greetings to all
appear on the screen, as if we were meeting
one another not online but on a busy street
somewhere or even (heavens!) in a crowded
indoor space.
My writer-friends often say that despite
the horrors of the pandemic, the isolation
has made them even more productive.
At the same time, bookstores that sell
their and other works are collapsing in
domino fashion, plagued not only by the
virus but online titans like Amazon and
heavy real estate prices. And while there
is a modicum of solace in Internet book
acquisitions, the loss of the physical entity,
the knowledge it holds and imparts as
well as the sense of community, cannot be
equated to online perusals and purchases.
In the U.S., bookstores had been closing
at a rapid rate long before the pandemic
arrived on our doorstep. New York City
is a prime example of this. But there are
moments when technology can stop the
bleeding. In Bloomington we have a used
bookstore called Caveat Emptor that has
been in business for decades. When the
owners announced they were going out of
12
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Reimagine...

Reimagine a better a normal. Join together in building a

more equitable, just, and resilient community. Reimagine a future
that works for everyone by embracing big ideas, big solutions.
The work starts now. Give today.

Serving Monroe, Owen, and Greene Counties

www.monroeunitedway.org
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Exploring
Exploring Belarus
Belarus
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One Hundred Forty-Three
Down, Fifty to Go
By John Linnemeier

The world is a book and those who
don’t travel read only one page.
S T. A U G U S T IN E
A person’s lifespan is long. But it’s
not endless. The earth is immense.
But it’s not infinite. If you start early
enough and make it your goal to see
all 193 countries, it’s doable. At 75,
I’m unlikely to make it, but there’s
a small band of travelers who are
attempting to see them all, and they’re
a darned interesting bunch. All have
incredible stories to tell, and all have
been places you haven’t. You’re more
likely to run into them in Djibouti or
Somaliland than Paris or Mumbai.
Belarus is a tiny, off-the-beatentrack, landlocked country of 9.5
million, bordered by Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Ukraine and Russia. It
probably isn’t on most people’s bucket
list, though perhaps it should be. I
chose to visit, for three reasons:

[editor’s note: John Linnemeier’s
book, How an Average Man Lived an
Adventurous Life, is a must read for
average people everywhere. Even for those of
you who are slightly above average. In 2016,
John ran for Mayor of Bloomington.]
RYDER
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I’d never been there
the best hotel in the capital, a gorgeous
(B) Demonstrations aimed at toppling
ten story fin de siècle confection, that like
Alexander Lukashenko, the man who’s
most of Minsk was completely rebuilt
been called Europe’s last dictator, were
after having been blown to smithereens
ongoing, so I might see a historical moment.
during the ”Great Patriotic War.” After
(C) Due to the pandemic, it was one of
several long arduous flights --including an
only 20 countries Americans could visit.
overnight stop in Istanbul in the world’s
Researching a trip is just another aspect
largest terminal-- I arrived at the pocketof travel that I’ve learned to savor. While
sized Minsk airport, where I was shocked
attempting to better understand the country
to find virtually everyone… maskless! It
I was about to visit, I discovered a marvelous may come as a shock to many people, but
book, Voices from Chernobyl, by Belarus’s
since Covid-19 began, Belarus has never
Nobel Laureate, Svetlana Alexievich. The
shut down a single school or business, and
twenty stories narrated in the survivors’
no one has ever been required to wear a
own words gave me valuable insights into
protective mask, though a few choose to.
Belarusians’ character and their willingness
Their Covid-19 deaths per
to sacrifice and accept hardship.
million are roughly one seventh
The Chernobyl nuclear reactor is located
ours. Make of it what you will.
in Ukraine, but since Belarus is downwind,
A gentleman in a Mercedes, who spoke
it received the brunt? of
not a word of
Otherworldly hotel room in Istanbul Airport English, picked
the deadly radioactive
damage. Even
me up at the
today a third of
airport and drove
the land in Belarus
me through
has high levels of
fertile gently
radioactivity. There’s
rolling farmland
a joke here that after
into the heart of
Chernobyl you can eat
the spotlessly
anything you want, clean capital city
but you have to bury
of Minsk. Every
your own shit in lead.
night the streets
I’d read that for
are washed
$650 I could take a
down by large
tour of the affected
noisy trucks,
area, but weighing
and during the
the pros and cons,
day uniformed
I decided against
babushkas
it. Belarus is quite
bustle about in
affordable, and there
an attempt to
are far more pleasant
sweep up nonways to stretch a
existent trash.
dollar in Minsk.
In Belarus
For under $100 I
it’s easy to break
booked myself into
out of the tourist
OCT NOV 2020
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bubble since tourists hardly exist. For
my first three days at the Europa Hotel I
actually thought I was the only guest. That’s
not to say that Belarus is cut off from the
world. Many people speak English. You can
watch CNN, RT, Nickelodeon or the BBC
any time of the day or night, and internet
speed is super-fast. There’s even a booming

been the main reason I’d chosen to visit
this small nation bereft of snowcapped
mountains, ancient ruins, tropical reefs, or
ferocious wild animals--the kinds of things
that ordinarily draw visitors to a place--but
since I was here, why not check it out?
Despite my deteriorating physical
condition, I was looking for trouble, and
not having much luck
finding it. For the first
several days all seemed
I developed a real fondness for
to be peaceful and quiet,
this miniscule country and its
though to compensate,
the food was scrumptious
noble citizenry.
and the women were
smoking hot. What
I hadn’t yet realized
IT sector. The hugely successful massively
was that demonstrations in Belarus are a
multiplayer online game, “World of Tanks,”
Sunday activity. Walking around town on
was created at a nearby technical park by a
a Saturday I thought I’d survey how many
Belarusian company named Wargaming. All
people were wearing masks. By my count
support for it is done
locally. President Lukashenko
once appeared to gloat when a
multi-million-dollar hack was
discovered to have originated
in Belarus and he said, “Of
course we abhor such activity,
but one can’t help but be
impressed that our people
are capable of such things.”
Belarusians know far more
about us than we know about
them. I could have watched
demonstrators stream below
my balcony while listening
to Westerners comment on
politicians and reporters
ejected from the country and
The hearty fare of Minsk
demonstrators arrested by the
police… all from the comfort of my luxurious out of 193, only 3 were wearing one, and
that included a schoolyard full of kids.
hotel room… I detected no censorship.
By Sunday morning, crowds were
Curiosity about the demonstrations
aimed at unseating Lukashenko hadn’t
beginning to form, and I could hear
16
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supportive horns honking, so I decided
to hit the streets. The concerned young
woman at the desk advised me to stay
clear of riot police, and I assured her I
would. First though, I wanted to dive
into a hearty Belarusian breakfast of eggs,
cabbage, bacon and pickles, washed down
with a strong cup of coffee, served up by
a typically gorgeous young waitress.
Fortified, I was prepared to face
the challenge of the new day.
The demonstrators were a joyful
bunch. There was a sea of colorful
red and white flags that have come to
symbolize the rebellion, with several
signs lauding a local grandmother who’d
achieved celebrity through a picture of
her tussling with several oversized riot
police. A couple of people were dressed as
dinosaurs, meant to mock the man many
Belarussians see as a relic from another era.
From my limited point of view, he
didn’t appear to be one of those dictators
who requires all businesses to display his
photo, nor are there statues of him on every
corner, striking heroic poses. I’ve seen
worse. Working in Iran during the reign of
the Shah before the revolution, I observed
what had seemed to be universal adoration
turn to disgust and hatred for the same man
when he looked like he was on the way
out. It made me more cautious in judging
how much weight to give to the support
people claim to have for any strongman
in a dictatorship. There’s a calculation
that goes on in most people’s heads…
you don’t want to be on the losing side.
As I walked along with the happy throng,
I was approached several times and politely
asked where I was from and what I was
doing here. When I told them people I was
American, they were both amazed and
delighted. They all thanked me profusely for
taking an interest in their struggle. When I
OCT NOV 2020
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Maskless Maitre D’ and server

Minsk KFC

pressed them to explain their objectives I
As I marched along, I noticed something
never heard anything other than a desire
peculiar. Along the main drag was a small
to be rid of an odious dictator. They never
coffee shop with customers lined up out
spoke of joining the EU or NATO, nor did
the door and around the block. Curious, I
I detect any pro or anti-Russian sentiment.
peeled off from the river of demonstrators
Surprising to me, I didn’t see any support
and made inquiries with the apparently
for Sviatlana Heorhiyeuna Tsikhanouskaya
caffeine-starved line-standers (none of
(maybe they couldn’t fit it all on a protest
whom, incidentally, were observing social
poster,) the
distancing).
runner up to
They informed
Lukashenko
me that the
The
demonstrators
were
in the most
café doors had
recent election.
been smasheda joyful bunch. A couple
What I did
in by the cops,
of people were dressed as
hear over and
and everyone
over again was
wanted to make
dinosaurs,
meant
to
mock
the
that they saw
sure that the
themselves as a
owner wouldn’t
man many Belarussians see as
unique people,
suffer any
a
relic
from
another
era.
with their
financial loss.
own language,
I was
history (way
beginning
too convoluted
to develop
to explore here!), customs and heroes. They
a real fondness for this miniscule
wanted to go their own way… independent
country and its noble citizenry.
and free from alliances with any particular
I witnessed one shocking event. As I was
camp and their over-arching agendas.
walking along with the ebullient but peaceful
I told them I agreed with them totally
crowd, I heard a tremendous commotion
but feared that the great powers would
and everyone began running away
attempt to co-opt their revolution.
fearfully. In no more than fifteen seconds
18
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several heavy-duty trucks erected a
substantial twenty-foot barrier that
totally blocked off an intersection…
an amazing display, and very
intimidating. Safely back in my hotel
room I turned on BBC to discover
that a dozen demonstrators had been
seized by police and some dissident
had been detained at the Lithuanian
border. It didn’t appear to me that
Lukashenko was about to fall any
time soon, though circumstances
change and I could easily be wrong.
By Monday the city was calm
again, so on my last full day, I
visited the massive WW2 (referred
to in Belarus, as in Russia, as the
“Great Patriotic War”) Museum. It’s
impossible to overemphasize the effect that
great cataclysm had on this land and its
people. They paid far more than their share
of the butcher’s bill. During the Second
World War the US suffered four hundred
thousand casualties, while twenty-six million
Soviets, who included Belarussians at the
time, died during the same conflict. In
other words, for every American causality,
sixty-five Soviets died. Patriotism
runs deep in this part of the world.
I noticed an imposing war monument

Exhibit in WWII museum
in front of the museum where a press
conference was being held. Some
VIP was speaking to half a dozen TV
cameras. Curious, I sidled up to the
crowd and asked what was going on. An
attractive middle-aged woman who spoke
excellent English informed me that the VIP
was the Russian ambassador to Belarus
who was speaking on the anniversary
of the lifting of the siege of Leningrad. I
assume the underlying motivation for
the speech was to emphasize the historic
bond between these two countries
that would be a shame to compromise
regardless of whatever happened
as a result of the current unrest.
I guess I looked like I might be
a threat to the Russian Federation
since two burly goons, obviously
packing heat, peeled off from the
ambassador’s entourage and began
aggressively snapping away at me
with their cameras. At my age I
felt flattered to be deemed a threat
to anything. And with that, my
journey was complete: Not only had
I finally found trouble, but I was the
trouble. Nostrovia, goons!

War monument outside the WWII museum
OCT NOV 2020
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BY LYNNE GILLIAT T

OUTWARD
PERHAPS IT’S
THE PANDEMIC

that’s given me time
to pause more than
I normally do about my life and loves and
losses. It’s certainly made me think of my
first love 57 years ago in California.
I’d grown up in Bloomington. I went
to high school at University School, on the
corner of Third and Jordan. Made decent
grades and talked a lot on the phone to
girlfriends at night. I spent hours listening
to jazz records in my 3rd floor bedroom:
22

Mose Allison when sunburned, Ahmad
Jamal when writing, Billy Holiday when sad
and Nina Simone when really sad. I read
Krishnamurti and Thomas Wolfe and Tom
Wolfe in between studying Latin and English
Literature. When my good friend Ann, left
for college I wanted to join her at Sarah
Lawrence, but hadn’t planned anything as
she had. My parents said that, as a midwesterner, the New York City suburbs might
not be a good fit.
RYDER

I enrolled at IU and was supported by
my family. Being an Aries I was supposed to
be a leader and an adventurous spirit. This
stuff would come later. I was rebellious and
didn’t study well; undisciplined without real

in Banderas Bay in Bucerias with friends, but
back then, it was pools and lakes in Monroe
County.
Spotting a ride board name and phone
number, I was soon driving to California
with some IU
students. We drove
straight through,
trading drivers and
stopping to use
restrooms and splash
our faces with water
and buy cheap food.
This was a huge deal
for me as I’d never

We drove straight through to California,
trading drivers and stopping to use
restrooms and splash our faces with
water and buy cheap food.
routines. I was a day dreamer
and hid my shyness well. I didn’t
have a plan for the summer
between my junior and senior
years at IU. But when Ann
moved to California to study
ceramics, I started planning to
leave town.
I’d seen photos in magazines
of distant beaches, bridges, boats
and meals of fish – scenes from
San Francisco and Monterey,
probably. I’d always been a
lover of water and swimming,
growing up spending every
summer day at the Country
Club in town with Nana, my
grandmother. Swimming was
my sport of choice. So water
was certainly part of the allure
of California. Perhaps it was also
the music I listened to. Joan Baez
and was drawn to her Spanish
lyrics. Later I’d swim each winter

LANCE TEACHING THE
BOYS TO SAIL
OCT NOV 2020
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left home on my own. I’d only gone on a
couple of family trips: an Eastern beach and
a Western dude ranch. So sleeping in the car
and driving outward into the great unknown
was a huge escape from my routine family
life in Bloomington.
I connected with my old high school
friend, Ann who was living with her
boyfriend in a wooden house up some
wooden steps in Berkeley and studying
pottery with Peter Voulkos. Their apt.
was dark and hippie-like with cushions
and mattresses on the floor and with cups
and dishes from various meals left on the
tables. I remember distinctly her old pots
were strewn on the ground below--old
triangular mugs, plates and bowls. Soon
we were looking in the local newspaper
for a roommate for me. I connected with
two girls living in the Berkeley Hills and
moved in. We shared a great cabin-like
house surrounded by pine trees. While they

worked their night jobs as waitresses, I slept.
When they were awake sunning during the
day, I walked about the campus and had my
first lobster roll on Shattuck Ave. The sun
seemed brighter. The air seemed to blow
more easily. I was on my own and feeling
free and adventurous and far from home,
stunned and enchanted at the newness of it
all. Later I tried a Cobb Salad and thought I’d
remember this day for the rest of my life.
One day, while walking north from our
Berkeley Hills house, I met a guy making
homemade beer in his garage. His name was
Tony Kershaw and as we became friends he
suggested that I take a motorcycle ride with
him up Highway 1 along the coast to a place
where he’d spent his summers, the Stillwater
Cove Ranch School for Boys
I said fine as I was free from everything.
This was an amazing trip in that the hills
were as rolling as the waves to the West, the
Pacific Ocean below us. It seemed to be a
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journey long, but worth it. When we finally
arrived my legs which had endured the long
trip seemed to be welded open like those
film cowpokes who walk splayed-legged.
Soon after we parked his cycle behind a
stone cottage I took in the view. We were
atop land perched above a beach and the
Pacific Ocean. The highway below was
hidden. There were cottages and fences,
horses,
heavy
boats
and a raft
made by
the boys.
Seemed
like this
place was
where you
learned
about
the out
of doors,
lessons
inside and
experience outside. Older boys had their
bunkhouses and younger ones had theirs. I
did not want to leave and asked for a job.
As an art major and a spoiled daughter
and country club girl, I didn’t know what
I could do, but I said I could set tables, put
wildflowers in bouquets and teach table
manners. Mrs. Rudy said fine. I stayed
and met Lance who was there to teach the
outside stuff to the boys - ocean kayaking,
camping, horseback riding and caring
for your horse, rifle care, and fishing and
cleaning and eating your catch.
We were from different worlds and
attracted to each other’s lives. Lance became
my first love and later drove me back to
Indiana in his little red car with his dog Thor,
who was run over while we were getting
gas and had to be put down. Lance grew up

in Bolivia and studied animal husbandry in
the States at UC-Davis. He taught me how to
camp and cook out as we traveled the back
roads home to Bloomington.
My parents must have thought that I
was too old for him with no money and no
degree and no direction. He wanted to raise
white cattle in Bolivia. At that time I didn’t
know Spanish or love the culture as I do
today. I
listened to
them and
let him
drive away
promising
to keep in
touch.
Recently
I asked a
friend to
search for
him on
Google.
She did
and found
that he had died in 2012. His father,
Loren McIntyre was famous as a wildlife
photographer. There’s a book about him
called Amazon Beaming which I’m now
reading during the pandemic. Perhaps it’s
the pandemic that’s given me time to pause
more than I normally do about my life and
loves and losses. It certainly made me think
of my first love 57 years ago at that ranch
in California. I wanted to write this story
to say thank you to him and to our bravery
when we were so young. I like to think
that I didn’t know it, but perhaps I had the
perfect love back then. I’ve gone on to love
and speak Spanish and study and travel the
world. Perhaps I would have been a perfect
partner for a young man who loved and took
care of me to drive me back and loved my
wild and free spirit.

I had no money, no
degree and no direction.
I listened to my parents
and let him drive away
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AMERICAN PSYCHO AT 20 AND
THE SOCIAL NETWORK AT 10
BY BRIAN STOUT
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asily lost in the midst of this chaotic
year, two cinematic landmarks of toxic
masculinity had milestone birthdays-David Fincher’s increasingly relevant
The Social Network turned 10, and Mary
Harron’s adaptation of Bret Easton Ellis’
1990s lightning rod novel American Psycho
turned 20. Is there a connection between a
1980s yuppie losing his grip on reality, coping
through serial murder, and the ruler of a
social media empire that has been blamed

controversial that it was dropped by its
initial publisher Simon & Schuster (Vintage
eventually put it out), and the source for The
Social Network was a book that relied heavily
on accounts from Eduardo Saverin, one of
the displaced founders of Facebook. American
Psycho provides a critique of late 20th century
greed and The Social Network oﬀers a snapshot
of the post-dot com landscape and our time
in this century. In many ways, the Wall Street
Masters of the Universe are quite similar to

Christian Bale as Patrick Bateman

Jesse Eisenberg as Mark Zuckerberg

for playing a role in the deepening divide in
the nation, potentially interfering in the 2016
election, and making your holiday meals
more uncomfortable?
Both ﬁlms are adaptations of noteworthy
books--Bret Easton Ellis’ novel was so
OCT NOV 2020

the toxic Tech Bros from recent revelations.
Both ﬁlms call attention to how the concerns of
the elite--wealth and status--haven’t changed
much; those who feel they are just outside of
that exclusive circle are driven to extremity by
their desire to achieve the acceptance of those
around them.
27

Mark Zuckerberg gave us a place to see our friends while cutting ties with all of his
Zuckerberg and Bateman are already
members of these rareﬁed groups, but they
are still outsiders. Bateman is a blueblood,
but he is dismissed by those around him
and seen as deeply uncool. By his own
admission he is a concept, not a real person.
He does not exist. Zuckerberg’s lack of
acceptance into a Final Club and rejection
by women drives his purpose. And access
to these exclusive clubs does not produce
happiness or satisfaction for either.
The novel that inspired Harron’s ﬁlm was
either a misogynist fantasy or a savage
critique of the greed-is-good mindset or
both, depending on who’s asked, but the
ﬁlm adaptation presented a more nuanced
take that pushed the satire forward and left
most of the gruesome, at times unreadably
detailed, violence against (mostly) women
28

oﬀ screen without sacriﬁcing the critique of
the 1980s Wall Street Masters of the Universe.
By emphasizing the dark comedy over the
horror, Harron was able to distill the point
Ellis wanted to make into a more accessible
work without diluting it, and anchored by
a phenomenal performance by Christian
Bale, American Psycho has outlived its mixed
reviews and modest theatrical success to
become a cult classic.
Conversely, The Social Network enjoyed
near universal acclaim from the start, a
box office hit nominated for eight Oscars
(including a Best Actor nomination for
Jesse Eisenberg) and winner of three. And
while it is based on a book that purports
to be non-fiction, Zuckerberg claimed
“they [the filmmakers] made stuff up
that was hurtful,” but that’s unsurprising
RYDER

given how he comes off in
the film, burning bridges,
exacting revenge when he
felt slighted or jealous, and
2608 E. 10th Street | (812) 287-7405
potentially orchestrating
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appear justified in cutting his
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Delivery, and Grab-N-Go!
ﬁtness and wellness routines
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Order online at hivebloomington.com
Zuckerberg becomes known
mostly through his actions and
others’ responses. He rarely
voices his own opinion about
anything, except to assert his
own brilliance.
Bateman and his peers never
seem to work; although they
go through the business
motions and are all Vice
Presidents according to their
similar-looking business
cards, which provides one
of the best running jokes.
Their interchangeability and
uselessness are the point.
Meanwhile, Zuckerberg and
team devote their lives to The
Facebook. A less complex ﬁlm
would have set him up as the
success story from modest
means, but The Social Network
does not settle for that; Fincher
sets his sights on Zuckerberg’s
motivation and ambition.
We should want Zuckerberg
to succeed, outsmarting and
outperforming the bluebloods,
but his cunning and casual
misogyny make it diﬃcult, and
the ﬁlm has no interest in him
as a hero.
OCT NOV 2020
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In addition, the leads’ motivations are
closer than they appear on the surface.
Throughout American Psycho, people are
constantly mistaken for each other and
asking out loud if they see 1980s icons like
the current President, or his wife at the
time. Bateman even learns that many of
his peers dislike him because they think
they are talking about him when they are
actually talking to him. These mistakes
set the stage for his ability to get away
with murder. His status aﬀords him the
luxury of being able to commit and cover
up his crimes. When he goes to clean up a
murder scene, it appears that the realtor has
beaten him to it, seemingly afraid to risk
the notoriety of showing a property where
multiple murders occurred.
Zuckerberg is also trapped in a sense,
ﬁghting against the anonymity of being just
another Harvard student, angling for how to
stand out among a sea of perfect SAT scores

and summers spent making money on oil
futures. The now classic opening scene sets
the tone for his portrayal. His monologue
betrays his obsession with proving himself
by gaining an entree into a Final Club at
Harvard. He is barely engaging his date,
Erica, critiquing her words, insulting her
education, and later critiquing her body and
her family name in a blog post right before
he starts the genesis of Facebook, a site where
users rate women’s physical attractiveness.
Despite Bateman’s life of expensive meals,
easy drugs, Broadway shows, and exclusive
nightclubs, he and his friends never seem to
ﬁt in when they go out. They party in their
business suits around fashion victims at
nightclubs they would be turned away from
otherwise. Bateman bought his way in, but
the most exclusive and hippest restaurants
elude him, just as Zuckerberg never got
punched for a Final Club. He tries endlessly
to get a reservation to no avail throughout

In American Psycho, Patrick Bateman expresses little more than disdain for women
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the ﬁlm, and he chops up rival Paul Allen, who has been to
Dorsia, with an axe, screaming about how he won’t be able
to get a table now. Both Bateman and Zuckerberg are still
on the outside looking in, despite Bateman’s apparently
born-on-third-base success and Zuckerberg’s relentless
drive to be known as the sole creator of Facebook.
Zuckerberg gave us a place to see our friends while cutting
ties with all of his. Bateman runs in elite social circles, but
is seen as a “loser” and a “dork” by peers, and pontiﬁcates
passionately about the deeper meaning of glossy pop songs
by Genesis and Huey Lewis and The News.
It could be argued that they both deal with the situation
by acting on their worst impulses--Bateman kills peers
and others, Zuckerberg (at least according to the ﬁlm)
exacts revenge on his friends and colleagues by cutting

them out of deals through setups that lead to seemingly
justiﬁed ﬁrings. The ﬁlm
implies that these are at least
partially motivated by jealousy,
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since Eduardo Saverin was
“punched” for a Final Club,
while Zuckerberg was not,
despite his work on The
Facebook. He may have called
the police to get Sean Fanning
in trouble to create a reason to
show him the door.
The ﬁlms also share an essential
disdain or indiﬀerence to
women. American Psycho’s
RYDER

women are spoiled caricatures
for the most part, except for
the somewhat sympathetic
portrayals of Patrick’s secretary
and a prostitute who meets an
unfortunate fate. Aside from
Erica, women in The Social
Network for the most part are
the unattainable prize that
motivates, as Napster founder
Sean Fanning notes he started
the company to get a girl’s
attention in high school and,
in one scene, shrugs oﬀ his
Victoria’s Secret model date.
Once attained, the women in the
ﬁlm are for the most part seen
as unstable or pretty accessories,
such as the portrayal of
Saverin’s girlfriend. Bateman
expresses little more than
disdain for his girlfriend and
suspects her of inﬁdelity while
sleeping with and sometimes
murdering whomever he
chooses. By the end of American
Psycho, Bateman has murdered
many (Harron made this clear
in subsequent interviews,
despite the somewhat open end
that let audiences and critics to
question what really happened)
and even confessed to his
lawyer, but it is evident that
no one believes he is capable
of such horriﬁc acts. He is too
square, too edgeless. He will
be able to continue his ways
unabated, and with the “This is
not an exit” sign (this phrase is
the last line of the novel as well)
perched above his shoulder
in the ﬁnal monologue, it
appears that he will do just
that. Zuckerberg’s ﬁnal action
in The Social Network is staring
at his ex-girlfriend’s Facebook
OCT NOV 2020

proﬁle, friend request still pending as he refreshes the page
repeatedly. He has been sued by his friends and business
partners and has paid out millions in settlements, but overall
the damage was characterized by a member of his legal team
as a “speeding ticket.”
Bateman’s ﬁnal internal monologue (“I do not hope for
a better world for anyone…but even after admitting this,
there is no catharsis...this confession has meant nothing.”)
even feels like it could have come from Zuckerberg. At
the end of each ﬁlm, neither has achieved internal peace,
in spite of the likelihood that things will continue to go
their way for the foreseeable future. It’s hard to imagine
Facebook crashing and burning like tumblr or Vine, and it
is likely that Bateman will be back to his murderous ways
shortly. This is not an exit.
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A FABLE OF
CAPITALISM
IN A NEW WEST
KE L LY R EICHARDT’ S F IRST C OW
BY TO M P R AS C H
[editor’s note: The IU Cinema hosted Kelly Reichardt in 2016.
Her new film, First Cow, is streaming on Amazon.]
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s King-Lu, the well-traveled Chinese
immigrant (he tells tales of London and
Egypt and Canton), leads Cookie, the chef
who saved him from pursuing Russians (“I
might have killed one of their friends,” KingLu ambiguously confessed earlier), back to
his cabin a mile distant from the territorial
fort that marks the early creep of civilization
into Oregon territory, to share a bottle (but
Cookie will end up staying, a partner and
ally at the margins), stopping now and then
along the way to pluck squished squirrels
from his primitive traps (rocks balanced over
twigs, waiting to crash down on whatever
passes), he waxes philosophical, as he tends
to do: “I see something in this land I haven’t
seen before. Pretty much everything has been
touched by man. But this is still new. More
nameless things around here than you can
shake an eel at.” Cookie doesn’t quite see
things that way: “Doesn’t seem new to me.
Seems old.” “Well, everything’s old,” KingLu concedes, “if you look at it that way.”
But King-Lu is not about to let that
interfere with his vision: “History isn’t
here yet. It’s coming, but we got here early
this time. Maybe this time we can be ready
for it. We can take it on our own terms.”
Dreams of beating history, filmmaker Kelly
Reichardt argues in First Cow, are what
Western settlement
isformade of. And such
We’re open
We’re
open for
dreams, she notes as well, albeit wryly, with
a comic sensibility, with deep empathy for
her downtrodden pair of wannabe heroes,
are doomed to be dashed.
We know that from the film’s outset,
from its present-set first scene, when, in the
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a hole in one of his shoes (that bare toe the
first we see of him), hunts for mushrooms.
He is the cook bound to an expedition of illtempered beaver trappers (“soft gold,” they
call those pelts) a few days out from Fort
Tillikum, and however talented he may be
at finding fungi, he’s not particularly good
at his broader job, as one of the disgruntled
trappers
reminds
him: “It’s the
Cookie’s job
to improvise.
This is a land
of abundance
… and you are
charged with
finding our
vittles until
we reach Fort
Tillikum.”
There was
a “digger
squirrel,”
Cookie says,
but he got
away; when
we watch
Cookie netfishing at
a river full
of leaping
salmon, we
can sort of
see how that
might have
happened. And that night, as the trappers
snore in their sleep, Cookie is out foraging
for something more when he meets KingLu, hides him from those Russians and his
trapper companions, and creates the bond
that will be renewed when they re-encounter
each other in the fort’s tavern.
“I didn’t know there was Chinese in these
parts,” Cookie observes when he first meets

King-Lu. “Everyone is here,” he responds.
“We all want that soft gold.” And indeed, as
we see when Cookie’s party arrives at the
fort, everyone is indeed there. The trappers.
Chinook Indians, wearing the woven cedarbark capes and hats that serve so well as
raingear in the wet climes; it’s so useful an
item of apparel, some of the white settlers
adopt it as
well. English
authorities
coming from
Canada
administer the
fort; one of
the men at the
bar mockingly
says, “The
Chief Factor
wants milk in
his tea, like a
proper English
gentleman,”
which gets
a round of
laughter all
around. But
the RWP
flag over the
fort, and the
denomination
of the local
scrip that gets
gambled at
the tavern
(“One Pound
Sterling” offered by the “Royal Western
Pacific Trading Company”) suggest the
British stakes are high. But Americans like
Cookie (who learned his baking skills when
apprentice in Boston) and his trapper crew
seem increasingly dominant. At least one
black man, his presence unexplained but
unquestioned. King-Lu hails from northern
China, coming via Canton. There are those

History isn’t
here yet.

It’s coming.
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Russians as well.
The key for Reichardt, as
for all this assorted crew: this
is not Oregon yet. It could be
anything. All that nameless
stuff King-Lu “can’t shake
an eel at” (who shakes eels,
anyway?) will come to be
named, but at this point it
could still be anything. And
anybody’s.
This is the stuff that
King-Lu’s ever-changing
dreams are made of: linking
this unsettled place into
worldwide networks of
trade. “Furs are fine,” he
tells Cookie, “but there’s a
precious oil in the beaver,
too. That’s worth something
in China…. If a man could
take a batch of that precious
beaver oil on a ship to Canton,
he could make his fortune.”
“What I’d really like is a
farm,” he tells Cookie a bit
later. “The world wants
filberts. Or walnuts. Or
almonds.” Cookie has a more
consistent dream: “I’d like to
run a hotel someday…. Or a
bakery.” King-Lu is willing
to sign on to that dream,
too. But for all of it, there is
a problem: “It’s the getting
started that’s the puzzle. No
way for a poor man to start.
You need capital,” King-Lu
explains. “Leverage,” Cookie
echoes. “Or a crime,” King-Lu
foretellingly adds.
The spare story that First
Cow tells amounts to a fable
of capitalism, complete with
downbeat moral, linked to
OCT NOV 2020
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the titular beast, the first cow brought to
the territory (we, along with a half-dozen
silent Chinook, watched it arrive, brought
by poled raft across the river), and to what
can be done with its milk. Cookie tells
King-Lu one day: “Saw the cow today. It
wasn’t far from Chief Factor’s house….
I’d like some of that milk.” “I’m not a milk
drinker,” King-Lu responds, “It doesn’t
agree with me. “I wouldn’t drink it,”
Cookie insists, “I’d use it. For cookies,
or scones. Nothing better’n buttermilk
biscuits. I’m tired of this flour-and-water
bread.” With
the milk they
filch that night
Reichardt is fascinated with
(Cookie chats
with the cow
the material culture of early
as he milks
her), Cookie
KELLY REICHARDT
settlement, and she lingers
cooks up his
AT THE IU CINEMA
first batch of
with an anthropologist’s delight
(PHOTO COURTESY
“oily cakes,”
OF INDIANA
over those cedar capes and the
and the everUNIVERSITY)
enterprising
trappers’
fringed
leathers,
over
King-Lu
wonders, “How
the stone tools used to split open
last night they go
much do you
a-thieving from the
think someone
nuts,
and
the
ceramic
cups
whisky
cow. Meanwhile,
would pay
the Chief Factor
for a biscuit
gets served in at the bar.
already laments
like that?” So,
how unproductive
with their next
his cow has
night’s filching,
become; barely
they head up to the fort to sell their goods
enough cream for him to serve tea to
(“Secret Chinese ingredient,” King-Lu insists
visitors. The gambit will only last, King-Lu
to mislead inquiries), and they sell like…
recognizes: “There’ll get tired of it, and there
Well, you know what they sell like. (If
will be more milk cows here soon.” Or they
you can’t guess, see pretty much any review
will get caught. But meanwhile, “We got a
of the film.) But that creates a problem: the
window here, Cookie,” and the two need to
product is so popular, they need to make
more. To make more, they need to steal more. make the best of their moment.
It’s a spare sort of fable, barely enough
“Another cup is another dozen cakes. That’s
plot to fill a film, but it’s not really story
another 60 silver pieces at least,” alwaysReichardt is interested in anyway. Two other
bigger-dreaming King-Lu tells Cookie, the
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interests center her focus.
First, she is fascinated with
the material culture of early
settlement, and she lingers
with an anthropologist’s
delight over those cedar capes
and the trappers’ fringed
leathers, over the stone tools
used to split open nuts, the
mix of scrip and beads and
sometimes cut-apart coins
that constitute currency, the
ceramic cups whisky gets
served in at the bar, the range
of foraged foods Cookie can
come up with, the assorted
goods hawked outside the
fort’s wooden palisade
(oysters and clams and
tobacco chews and the new,
or at least less used, boots on
which Cookie spends his first
coins). Second, she focuses on
the friendship that develops
between Cookie and KingLu, spawned by accident
but developed over common
interest and congenial
camaraderie. That theme of
friendship Reichardt signals
in an epigraph borrowed
from William Blake’s
“Proverbs of Hell”: “The
bird a nest, the spider a web,
man friendship.” But that’s a
deeply ambiguous epigram, if
you think about it; a nest and
a web are not exactly the same
thing, and which friendship
might be is an open question.
Blake’s proverbs—from his
Marriage of Heaven and Hell—
are, indeed, all about paradox
and ambiguity, so we should
expect nothing less here.
OCT NOV 2020
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ORION LEE AND JOHN
MAGARO STAR IN FIRST COW
Meanwhile, the fable is spun out, and
you can guess where all of it leads. You
don’t, in fact, need to guess, because the
film’s first scene gave that away (although
it’s one of Reichardt’s true feats that we
have almost forgotten the fact by the time
we get there). As King-Lu lies down beside
Cookie on the bank, Cookie tells one last,
deeply appropriate joke: “What do a baker
and a beggar have in common? They both
need [knead] bread.” We are brought back to
King-Lu’s observation about what all their
dreams need, and lack, for fulfillment.
For, finally: if territorial Oregon is open
possibilities, unnamed things, a realm of
anything, the direction of the film, like that
of Oregon’s historical future, constitutes
the closing off of options, a set of exclusions
42

and narrowings and shuttings-down. It is
a winnowing as well, the trimming of that
abundance into something less. Captain
Rudy, Chief Factor’s house guest, already
sees it, noting of the trappers: “they’re
tapping out the whole country. There won’t
be any pelts much longer.” The Chief Factor
may think “The beaver here are endless,” but
we know he’s wrong. The Russians already
report the vanishing of the elk. The salmonthick stream will soon be tapped. That is the
history King-Lu sees approaching. It will
no longer possibly be Russian or Canadian
territory; it will no longer be possessed by its
Chinook first inhabitants. It will no longer
be the place of King-Lu’s, or even Cookie’s,
dreams. But such sweet dreams those
nevertheless are.
RYDER

New from Indiana University Press
“Grounded in thorough research and expressed
in direct, vivid prose, The Ku Klux Klan in the
Heartland documents the Invisible Empire’s
impact on Indiana institutions and culture from
state politics to small town life. Unsparing in his
exposure of Klan bigotry, Madison also attempts to
understand ordinary Klan members who believed
themselves to be good citizens and kind-hearted
neighbors.”
—Thomas R. Pegram, Loyola University
Maryland, author of One Hundred Percent
America: The Rebirth and Decline of the Klu Klux
Klan in the 1920s.

“True crime fans will be well satisfied.”
—Publishers Weekly
“No Place Like Murder is a manifestation
of Thornton’s love for local history and
fascination with mysteries and true crime.”
—The Herald Republican Kendallville, IN
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- The Covered Bridges of Parke County -

S

ometimes I wonder, what does it mean to
be a Hoosier?
Perhaps a futile question to ask as there
is certainly more than one answer. Hoosierness could be found in a variety of things:
Teeth-deep in the flavors of sweet corn off
the cob on a summer night. Skippin’ rocks
with a pal at your favorite local swimmin’
hole. It could be experienced in the hot mess
of the Indy 500, chock-full of Budweiser and
fried victuals. Maybe it’s seen in red barns
on a backroad in autumn. Or it could be
found on a forest hike searching for morels
or chanterelles. Maybe it exists in the fruit of
pawpaw and persimmon trees.
Among the avenues that lie off the main
thoroughfares are the quainter lanes of Parke
County, Indiana, the uncontested Covered
Bridge Capital of the World, where a whopping
31 covered bridges stand today. (Putnam
county with nine is the second highest in the
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Narrows Bridge over
Sugar Creek

state). With such
Photo by John Bradford
a large number
of historic
bridges in Parke County, it only makes sense
to hold a Covered Bridge Festival every year.
As leaf-peeping season takes off in October,
visitors from around the world flock to Parke
County. To my surprise, organizers say that
the festival attracts up to 2 million annual
visitors.
As with much else in the year of
COVID-19, the festival (which would have
been the 64th) has been cancelled. That
said, the bridges are still open to those who
would like to make a trip on their own.
In my quest to uncover more qualities,
character, and sentiments of Hoosier culture,
I drove northwest from Bloomington with
my bicycle in tow to tour this little corner
of Indiana. While bridges were the main
attraction, I also visited restaurants and
45

- The Covered Bridges of Parke County bars, talked with locals, camped at parks
and perused antique shops in hopes to
find more answers to a uniquely Indiana
question: What in the heck does it mean to be
a Hoosier?

- Night 1 Route Planning in Rockville
I arrived at Rockville on a cool fall night,
as it is the recommended starting point for
festival goers. As the county seat, Rockville
is smack-dab in the heart of Parke County.
The population is roughly 3,000 people and
the layout includes an attractive town square
with a picture-worthy limestone courthouse,
eateries, antique shops and the historic Ritz
Theatre. The Ritz opened in 1912 as the New

Rockville Opera House, with more than 600
seats to provide a large community space
for live acts and silent films. After many
renovations, name changes, different owners
and a brief period of closure, the Ritz lives on
to provide a space for the arts in Rockville.
And while it might invite some dubious
glances these days, Rockville is home to
the Old Jail Inn, where guests can Spend The
Night, Behind Bars, as their slogan suggests.
Nine cells have been turned into guest
rooms, each named after fabled criminals
such as Jesse James. Below the cells lies the
Drunk Tank Winery, where guests can do as
the name indicates on their pseudo night in
jail.

Author biking out of Jackson Bridge
Photo by John Bradford
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Kayakers enjoying Sugar Creek
Photo by John Bradford
A good journey needs a paper map, so I
went to the Rockville Visitor Centers to get a
color-coded map for exploring the covered
bridges of Parke County. Route planning
was in order, so I went to the local biker
bar called the Thirty-Six Saloon for grub
while I devised a plan for my bicycle bridge
odyssey. I sat in the Hog Pit, an offshoot
bar of the main restaurant where NASCAR
memorabilia, taxidermy and neon signs
line the walls. With many menu items to
pick from, I was at a standstill so I asked the
bartender what he liked.
“I’m all about that Biker-Babe burger, a
beef patty, brisket, pepper jack, fried onion
straws, fried pickles, all smothered in BBQ
48

sauce…”
“You had me at Biker-Babe,” I replied.
“I’ll take that and a Budweiser.” (I was
tempted to order an appetizer called Hog
Turds but I don’t think I would have lived to
tell this story.) As I devoured the burger, the
luscious lyrics of Cardi B in the song WAP
poured out through the speakers while a
boozed-up biker chick danced her boots off
in the middle of the bar.
I reveled in the moment as I thought to
myself, if I could choose to be anywhere in the
world right now, it is right here. I finished my
WAB (wet ass burger) and left the bar to find
home for the night at a campsite within the
Rockville Lake Park, a 400-acre facility just a
couple miles from the town square.
RYDER
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Day 1
My Route:
sections of Blue, Yellow and Brown
Bridges Visited:
Narrows, Cox Ford, Wilkins Mill, Jackson, West
Union, Melcher (6)
Other Highlights:
Turkey Run State Park, Sugar Creek, Turkey Run
Gas & Grill, and Bar Cooler Pub & Grill
Distance Covered:
50 miles
Soon after I woke up from camping, I
needed fuel for the road ahead. Coffee and
donuts were the first obvious choice so I
ventured down to Wheelhouse Donuts right
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away. I follow a basic American principle
when at a donut shop: never order just one.
(I learned this approach from my father, a
talented epicure of chef who taught me a
“When in Rome” philosophy mixed with
“Life’s too short” when it comes to enjoying
food.) So I went glazed, maple bacon, and
the “cereal special” (vanilla icing and fruity
pebbles) with a hot cup of creamy coffee
to wash it down. Soon enough, I was off
like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz, singing
and pedaling on the road to discover the
illustrious covered bridges of Parke County.
Most visitors of the Covered Bridges
Festival travel by car, some by motorcycle.
Few go by bicycle; fortune favors the bold.
My first day consisted of exploring bridges
north of Rockville, so I cycled on the Blue
Route via Marshall Road. As I biked along
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soy, images of scenes from Breaking Away
began to float through my mind, especially
as a cyclist in a car-centric country. I felt a bit
like Dave Stohler, the film’s main character,
who is obsessed with Italy and at odds with
his traditional father. In this case however,
I was the misfit cyclist while Parke County
served as the traditional father figure.
Within an hour, I found myself at the
first covered bridge on my route: Narrows
Bridge. This
bridge stands
above Sugar
Creek on the
eastern edge
of Turkey Run
State Park.
Built in 1882,
it’s considered
by many the
most scenic
of them all. I
walked about
the bridge
and peered out through windows
which provided a gorgeous view of
Sugar Creek and the forest of Turkey
Run. On the water below, families in
kayaks and canoes floated one by one
down the creek, giving way to another
classic Hoosier pastime.
Westward Ho, I biked alongside
Turkey Run State Park on IN-47. This
is a beautiful stretch of road where
the initial signs of autumn ignited
leaves all throughout the forest
foliage, displaying bright yellows and
apricot oranges. As if covered bridges
weren’t enough to bring folks to Parke
County, the addition of fall colors at
festival time round out the experience
for visitors. Can I get an “amen”?

Not far away, I reached two more
bridges, Cox Ford and Wilkins Mill. I gave
a quick glance at both bridges, but I gave
more attention to another Hoosier hobby:
foraging for pawpaws. Colloquially known
as the Indiana Banana, it’s the largest fruit
native to North America, with flavors
reminiscent of banana and mango. Known to
be a favorite dessert of George Washington,
the pawpaw is tricky to harvest due to a
narrow window of ripeness. Some believe
that foragers have to be standing under a

A good journey
needs a paper
map.
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- The Covered Bridges of Parke County pawpaw tree at the very moment the fruit
falls from the branch to catch it at an edible
stage.
Out of luck in my fruit search, I pedaled
forth into a sunny afternoon.
As I approached the small town of
Sylvania, I took a left to go south where
Yellow and Blue routes join on the tour. A
couple miles down the road and I was at
Jackson Bridge, the longest single-span
covered bridge in Indiana. Built during the
Civil War, the builder named this bridge
after Andrew Jackson and put “The Federal
Union: it must be preserved” as lettering
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across the bridge portal. From there, I
continued cycling and found my way to 315foot West Union Bridge, which is the longest
two-span covered bridge in Parke County.
Two record-setting bridges within miles of
each other, if that doesn’t knock your socks
off, I don’t know what will...
Around lunchtime, I neared the town of
Montezuma, which is named after the last
Aztec emperor of Mexico. (This reminded
me of another peculiarity of Hoosier identity:
for a state that in some ways takes an almost
perverse pride in insularism, we sure have a
lot of small towns named after exotic foreign
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and drink so I got to looking at Google maps
for options. I found a place called Bar Cooler
Pub & Grill, just across the Wabash river in
Vermillion County.
As I swung the doors open, it was as
if time reversed with my steps into the
tavern. Four older men playing billiards
looked at me with a “Who’s this guy?” facial
expression as I found a seat at the end of the
bar.
The bar was dim-lit and strong of a
tobacco scent. The barkeep looked me square
in the eyes and said, “Whatcha havin’?”
I gave the bar cooler a quick glance and

Narrows Bridge at Turkey Run State Park
Photo by Mason Cassady
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replied, “Gimme a Miller High Life,” in a
voice as confident like as Ray Stohler’s when
he refused a “REFUND!” on the broken car
he sold to a chump in Breaking Away.
I perused the menu while a middle-aged
man seated next to me provided his thoughts
on what I should order. Done up in a camo
hat with “Trump 2020” that matched a camo
shirt and jeans, the guy was genuinely very
friendly — something that, whenever I
encounter Trump supporters, always causes
a brief short-circuit in my brain, as at least
some Trump voters prove themselves to be
much nicer and polite than their obnoxiously
off-putting, bullying candidate.
But on this lovely autumn day after
biking through bridges and leaves, food, not
politics, was at the forefront
of my mind. Sure, I could’ve
had the catfish. But there’s that
thing in the Hoosier DNA about
the pork tenderloin sandwich
that makes it impossible not to
try this corner of the state’s take
on classic Indiana fare.
A good litmus test for a true
Hoosier tenderloin is the ratio
of meat to bun, and this place
passed with flying colors. The
pork pattie was sized like a
volleyball on a bun of softball
proportions. As I inhaled the
sandwich, the man and his
friends told me about another
popular festival in the region,
the Newport Hillclimb, an
event that consists of classic
cars racing up a hill. The camoclad guy next to me bought me
another Miller High Life which
made the Trump-osphere in the
room feel a little less flagrant
as we chewed the fat of life in
small town Indiana.
RYDER
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The geology of Turkey Run State Park
Properly buzzed and full, I teetered out
the door to my bicycle with one more bridge
on the docket for the day. A quick jaunt
down Strawberry road and I reached Big
Raccoon Creek, where the Melcher Bridge
stands at 83-feet in length. This bridge might
take the cake for the most names as it also
goes by Klondyke, Marion and Leatherwood.
With a belly full of beer and tenderloin
and energy in my legs slowly diminishing
from cycling all day, I pedaled at a turtle’s
pace for the remaining miles to Rockville.

- Night 2 Campout at Turkey Run
I retrieved my car from the Rockville
Lake Park and drove to camp at Turkey
Run State Park. Some say the name derives
54

Photo by John Bradford
from wild turkeys huddling in the “runs”
(canyon bottoms) to keep warm in colder
temperatures. The geological formations
within the park precede the glacial period,
which makes for impressive landscape. A
favorite trail within the park is #3, where
hikers can witness the stunning stones of
the Punch Bowl along with beautiful views
at Bear and Rocky Hollow along the way.
After a full day of biking and hiking, I
enjoyed a round of Ruby Grapefruit White
Claws (drink of choice among many calorieconscious 20-somethings), and I tucked into
my hammock to rest up on a cool fall night.

But wait... Why So Many Covered Bridges?
Along the way, I couldn’t help but
RYDER
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bridges within Parke County. I asked local
people and got several different answers.
Some people said it was because the area
has many creeks and rivers. Others said
that the county was too poor to transition
to new materials like steel. A few noted
the abundance of forests (and thus timber)
to build bridges. And one rowdy fellow
joked that it was so meth cooks had a place
to produce their product with coverage in
the night, which gave me a strange image
of trolls under a bridge. But the more
pedestrian reason Parke County has its
surfeit of covered bridges is due to two
prominent bridge builders, J. A. Britton
and J. J. Daniels. Britton, who was from
Rockville, and Daniels, a transplant from
Ohio, who died in Rockville, are responsible
for building many of the bridges of Parke
County.
When given a detailed inspection, the
structure and design of a covered bridge

is fascinating, especially looking up at the
ceiling while standing in the middle of the
bridge. There are two common designs, the
first is the Burr-Arch Truss, named after
Theodore Burr, Father of American Bridge
Building. The other is known as a Multiple
Kingpost Truss which contains a series of
vertical and diagonal posts, developed to
span distances of up to 100 feet. Several
standing bridges in the area date as far back
as 1856 and at one point, the county had 52
and 1/2 (The other half over the Wabash,
technically in Vermillion County). Indeed,
there’s even a web page called the “Lost
Bridges of Parke County” that describes how
each bridge was lost, typically flood, arson or
demolition.
The earliest recorded date of arson to a
covered bridge in Parke County was in 1910,
with the most recent incident occurring in
2005 in Bridgeton. The man responsible for
the ‘05 burning was caught soon after at the
Mansfield Bridge, where he was trying to

Good design
makes people
happy (I’ve heard).
DA NIELLE KA Y LU CA S
g ra p hic des ig n s t u dio
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Spring Maple Fair
Mushroom Festival at Mansfield Village
Mainstreet Rockville’s Brick Street Market
Hometown Holidays in Parke County
Rosedale Strawberry Festival
Little Italy Festival
Newport Antique Auto Hillclimb

attracts such large crowds every year. But I
surmise that the historical significance and
a chance to be close to relics of the past are
the genuine interests that bring hordes of
people to the bridges of Parke County each
year. Brown County can, of course, give just
about any county in America a run for its
money on fall foliage, as well as a feeling
of immersion in a simpler time. But – at
least until it meets whatever fate it will – a
covered bridge stands as both monument,
and means of transport, to another time.

Day 2
My Route:
sections of Black, Red, Brown
Bridges Visited:
Crooks, McCallister, Neet, Bridgeton, Thorpe,
Roseville, Mecca, Phillips, Sim Smith,
Mansfield (10)
Highlights:
Bridgeton Mill, Mecca Tavern, and
Mansfield Village

send another up in flames. Devastated by
the loss, the community of Bridgeton came
together to rebuild the bridge. Most of the
labor involved in reconstructing this bridge
was conducted by volunteers, which reminds
one of another positive characteristic of
Hoosier nature: neighbors coming together
in the service of a community cause.
According to the National Society for
the Preservation of Covered Bridges, while
Pennsylvania has the most covered bridges
of any state, at 213, Parke County, Indiana
has the most bridges within any American
county. Since we live in a nation that craves
to have the biggest title in every category, the
fact that Parke County holds such a status
is perhaps one reason the bridge festival
56

Distance Covered:
42 miles
Up and at ‘em after a night of camping,
I stumbled over to the Turkey Run Gas &
Grill to fuel up my food tank. If it was the
afternoon, I surely would have chosen the
Warrior Hotdog from the lunch menu as to
summon warrior energy. But time was of
the essence, so I went for an Egg and Cheese
Breakfast Sandwich along with a large
coffee. Folgers gas station coffee tastes like
mud water to me, but traveling requires a
certain “roll with the punches” attitude, so
I kept calm and finished breakfast with no
complaints.
From Turkey Run, I drove back to
RYDER
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unloaded
my bicycle
and started
pedaling
southward on
the Red and
Black route.
I had big
ambitions to
see 10 bridges
in one day.
During
winter, there
are three
bridges that
Persimmon Ice Cream
can be seen
with Mike Roe of the
from one
Bridgeton Mill
spot — Crooks,
McCallister
Photo by Mason Cassady
and Neet —
which gave
me optimism that I would make my bridge
dreams come true. Crooks Bridge is a 132foot bridge over Little Raccoon Creek that
was destroyed in a flood but rebuilt by J.J.
Daniels. Nearby and next to a vast field of
sunflowers, McCallister Bridge made for a
sublime image of Hoosier heartland. Neet
Bridge, last of this trio, was the final bridge
constructed by J. J. Daniels, by then 78 years
old. As these bridges require maintenance,
the Rockville Boy Scout Troop 469 was
tasked in 1989 to re-paint the Neet Bridge,
and they did so impressively with only four
gallons of paint.
I pedaled southward and soon found
myself at a prominent place within Parke
County, named, actually, in honor of the
bridges themselves — Bridgeton. Often in
the past, a bridge was associated with a mill,
and what separates the Bridgeton Bridge
from most others is the fact that the mill is
still in operation today.
OCT NOV 2020

Mike Roe, who is self-described as “just
an old fart in an old mill building” has
owned the mill for 25-years with his wife
Karen Jean (they are the 14th family to own
the mill.) The millstone used at Bridgeton is
a French Burr and was brought over to the
States in the 1830’s. “The reason they went
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- The Covered Bridges of Parke County to so much trouble [to transport the stone]
is because the French burr has an estimated
life of 300 years,” Mike explained. The two

just a few. Outside of flour, the Bridgeton
mill sells a variety of other goods, along with
ice cream and other snacks.
The locally-made
and seasonally-enjoyed
frozen confection flavor
to choose, in my humble
Hoosier opinion, is
persimmon--worth a trip
anytime throughout the
fall.
From Bridgeton, I
biked on a road that
meanders alongside
Raccoon Creek, which took me to the village
of Rosedale. At the main junction of the
town, a man in a truck stopped me and said,

As if covered bridges weren’t
enough to bring folks to Parke
County, the addition of fall
colors at festival time round
out the experience for visitors.
stones weigh over 2,000 pounds and work in
conjunction to mill the grain. As grain gets
finely cut in the milling process, out comes
the final products: anything from buckwheat,
cornmeal, grits, and pancake batter, to name

Narrows Bridge at Turkey Run State Park
Photo by John Bradford
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pointed across the road to a green food truck
called the Triple M.
The sign said “Authentic Italian,” and
so I ordered the Italian Cheeseburger and a
side of corn nuggets. As my order was being
made, the cook poked her head out from the
food truck and said, “You want Ranch for
dippin’ the corn nuggets?” I replied with
uncertainty, “Uhhhh yeah,” and a woman
nearby laughed because she heard me ask,
“What is a corn nugget?” when I ordered.
Her response was more belched out than
spoken: “He didn’t even know what a corn
nugget was!”
Soon enough, a burger topped with
mozzarella sticks and marinara sauce was
put in front of me, alongside fried balls of
sweet corn. Mamma Mia, Indiana! You are
more than just a crossroads of highways, I
thought, as I sat at the junction of fried fast
food of today and a very vague glimmer of
influence from Italian immigrants of the past.
Leaving Rosedale en route to a town
named Mecca (culturally about as far from
the Hajj as could be), I had two bridges to
visit on my list, Thorpe Ford and Roseville.
The Thorpe Ford Bridge is nicknamed the
Ben-Hur highway after General Lew Wallace
who wrote the famous novel Ben-Hur: A
Tale of the Christ. On top of that, this bridge
served as a crossing point for elephants and
other circus animals on their way to winter
camp in Peru, Indiana, sometimes referred to
as the Circus City.
In an essay by in Time magazine titled,
“How a Town in Indiana Became the Circus
Capital of the World,” the history of the
circus in Peru is explained. The origins of the
circus in Peru began when Ben Wallace (not
related to Lew Wallace, and not the former
Detroit Piston), brought his traveling circus
to the town--passing over the Thorpe Ford
Bridge, no less--in the 1800’s. His circus was
OCT NOV 2020
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Author takes break from biking at Bridgeton
named ”The Great Wallace Show,”
but he later merged his creation with
that of another prominent circus
leader, Carl Hagenbeck, The HagenbeckWallace Circus would become the secondlargest traveling circus in the US, just behind
Ringling Brothers. But in today’s world,
the notion of circus animals performing
as entertainment has fallen out of fashion
for good reason and represents a part of
bygone America that many now look back
at with disapproval. But for some of older
generations who can transport themselves
back to childhood days of anticipation at
the sights, sounds and smells of circuses or
carnivals coming to rural towns, long before
the technological-entertainment-industrial
complex unleashed a tsunami of alternative
amusements, it’s hard not to feel a bit
60

Photo by John Bradford
charmed, imagining road-weary entertainers
making their way to their winter repose.
Next up was The Roseville Bridge (also
known as the Coxville Bridge), which takes
the cake for arson stories. On a spring day
in 1910, two young men argued with their
foreman and were fired. Later that night,
they got to drinking at a local “blind tiger”
(speakeasy). Well-lit by nightfall, they
decided to extend a similar dubious courtesy
to the bridge; and were soon caught and
confessed to the crime. But once behind
bars, they revealed themselves to be far
more talented as songwriters than arsonists,
composing a ballad about their combustible
evening that began
RYDER
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and went on up the ridge
And it didn’t prove successful
so we went and burned the bridge
The Roseville Bridge was the only bridge
in the county with fire insurance. Sadly,
at the time of the fire, it had expired. But
beyond the fiery memories of arson, it is a
fact that, nearby a star of sorts was born.
A little ways from the bridge you can find
the small village of Coxville, which gave
the world Tex Terry – one of the great
Hollywood Western B-movie players of the
40s and 50s. Any buckaroos wanting to pay
homage or respects can do so at the Coxville
Cemetery, where his star still shines in
memory.
Onward I cycled toward the Mecca

Tavern for a much needed midday beer to
fight the noonday demon. I sat down at the
bar on a very special afternoon: Busch Light
pints for 75 cents. The tavern originally
opened in 1899, which makes it the oldest
operating bar in Parke County. The drinks
are slung in a building that looked ripe for
repairs from the outside, while the interior
decor gave a cozy, warm feeling. Pool table,
shuffleboard and an outside patio give way
for Hoosiers that like to play games.
While sipping my cheap beer, I got to
talking about covered bridges with a burly
grey-haired man at the bar. He told me that
he knew Sim Smith, who was a landowner
that a nearby bridge was named after, and
that this
bridge was
Bridgeton Bridge and Mill
considered

Photo by John Bradford
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Biking alongside Thorpe Ford Bridge
Photo by Mason Cassady
haunted. Stories from 1890 mention that
many people waited on one side of the
bridge for a horse and buggy that they
could hear coming, but it never came
through to the other side. In 2018, the Ghost
Research Society sent a team of investigators
to the bridge to perform experiments
that supposedly find ghosts. Outside of
disturbing a nearby dog while performing
ghost hunting procedures, the team reported
no conclusive evidence of supernatural
activity at the bridge.
The Sim Smith bridge was still on my list
for the day so I put two George Washington’s
down on the bartop and hit the dusty road
to see a few more bridges, and hopefully a
ghost.
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Within 1,000 feet, I was at Mecca Bridge,
which extends over Big Raccoon Creek. As
the Mecca Bridge was the 13th bridge on my
visit within a span of 48 hours, I kept it brief
and carried on through an unincorporated
community called Arabia. Perplexed by two
Middle Eastern named communities in rural
Indiana — Mecca and Arabia — I scrolled
through the great keeper of information, the
Internet, for answers. One story indicated
that the area, at one point, was home to
Muslim refugees from Syria, and thus these
names came to be due to the settlement of
those refugees.
Soon I found myself at Philips Bridge. At
43-feet in length, this bridge wins the award
for the shortest bridge in Parke County.
Something akin to getting picked last for
dodgeball in gym class. From there, I made
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a selfie with a ghost (I am a White Clawdrinking 20-something, after all), and then
I pedaled onward to finish my tour in
Rockville.
Exhausted from two days of riding and
bridge viewing, I still had one more place
to visit. My legs no longer agreed to pedal,
so I put my bike on my car in Rockville and
drove over to see the Mansfield Bridge. The
second longest bridge of them all is set next
to a village that hosts one of the more lively
spaces in Parke County, making it a popular
pitstop for entertainment during festival
season…and as good a place for a pedaling
scribe to bring his journey and its account to
a tuckered-out end.
And that concludes my solo tour of
the Covered
Cycling to Swarey’s
Bridges in Parke
County. All told,
Variety Store

I visited 16 of the 31 covered bridges in two
days of exploring on a bicycle. The festival
cheer may have been absent this year, but
Hoosier history was still ripe for the picking.
As I crossed covered bridges, talked with
locals along the way and explored the area,
I found more meaning behind the Hoosier
experience. I won’t lie - as someone born and
raised in Indiana, I’ve had many moments
when I felt akin to Dave Stohler when he
found Italian identity more fitting than that
of his Indiana heritage. But these days, as
I find a little more appreciation of Hoosier
qualities, I listen to Kurt Vonnegut’s fictional
character Hazel in Cat’s Cradle: “Nobody has
to be ashamed of being a Hoosier.” To that, I
tip my hat, eat a pork tenderloin sandwich,
pick a pawpaw, walk across a covered
bridge, and listen once more to Hazel: “We
Hoosiers got to stick together.”

Photo by John Bradford
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IU CINEMA
IU CINEMA VIRTUAL SCREENING ROOM THIS OCTOBER/NOVEMBER

INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL EVENTS
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WEEK OF
WEEK
OCTOF
26OCT 26
WEEK OF
WEEK
OCTOF
26 OCT 19

WEEK OF OCT 12

WEEK OF OCT 5

OCT 6

OCT 9

MARCEL DUCHAMP:
THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE* w/Q&A

A CONVERSATION WITH
TAXIDERMY ARTIST ALLIS MARKHAM
OCT 13

KRIS REY JORGENSEN PROGRAM

OCT 16

CHISHOLM ’72: UNBOUGHT & UNBOSSED w/Q&A
OCT 20

A CONVERSATION ON ELECTION
OCT 27

NEITHER MEMORY NOR MAGIC w/Q&A

OCT 30

HUGO PEREZ JORGENSEN PROGRAM
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WEEK OF NOV 2

NOV 6

DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE w/Q&A

WEEK OF NOV 9

NOV 10

NOV 13

THE PAINTER AND THE THIEF* w/Q&A

IU 2020 w/Q&A

VIRTUAL CINEMA FILMS
STARTING OCT 7

STARTING OCT 15

I USED TO GO HERE*

JIMMY CARTER:
ROCK & ROLL PRESIDENT*

STARTING OCT 5

STUFFED*

STARTING OCT 23

NATIONTIME*

Join us in the IU Cinema Virtual Screening Room each week throughout the semester for interactive and engaging events with
filmmakers, students, and scholars, including programs with filmmakers Matthew Taylor, Kris Rey, and Hugo Perez, as well as
collaborations with Eskenazi Museum of Art, Writers Guild of Bloomington, Center for Documentary Research and Practice, and IU Libraries.
We are also excited to offer new releases and recent restorations of independent and international films through
our Virtual Cinema offerings. These films can be accessed and enjoyed at your convenience, and proceeds from each
virtual ticket purchase help us continue to provide transformative cinematic experiences for all.

Sign up for IU Cinema’s weekly email, follow us on social media, or visit cinema.indiana.edu for weekly updates.
*The International Arthouse
Film Series is co-sponsored by
the Ryder Film Series
and IU Cinema.

TRANSFORMATIVE CINEM ATIC EXPERIENCES ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL
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